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The film Legally Blonde follows a former UCLA sorority girl, Elle Woods, as she 

uproots her life in sunny California in her efforts to win back her former boyfriend, Warner 

Huntington III. Elle travels across the country to attend the Ivy League school, Harvard Law, in 

order to prove to Warner she is serious in her ambitions to succeed, and that being a blonde does 

not hinder those efforts. However, Elle’s time attending Harvard Law changes her outlook on 

life. Over time, Elle’s original goal of winning back Warner’s love becomes less important, as 

she discovers her own self-worth as a driven lawyer and an independent and intelligent woman. 

Elle disproves sexist stereotypes during her journey to success as she embraces her blondeness 

and femininity in the courtroom and in life. 

Strong female characters exist as critical elements of the film’s plot. Elle, the character 

that represents third-wave feminist ideals, ends up balanced by her female law professor, 

Stromwell, the character that represents second-wave ideals. Feminist scholars Suzanne Ferris 

and Mallory Young establish the standards of second- and third-wave feminism in their book 

Chick Flicks: the second-wave emphasizes the importance of equality, collective choice, and a 

“rejection … of femininity,” while the third-wave emphasizes individual choice and a “return to 

femininity and sexuality” (3, 4). In this regard, the film allows for the co-existence of both waves 

of feminism as well as the symbolic “hand[ing] of the torch” from the second-wave feminists to 

their younger counterparts (Dole 71). Considering how the film premiered in 2001 as part of the 

early-to-middle years of feminism’s third wave, an interesting comparison arose with the musical 

theatre adaptation in 2007. Instead of adopting the film’s co-existence of the second- and third 

waves, Legally Blonde: The Musical put forth an inherently negative view of feminism as a 

whole. The delegation of autonomy and power (originally found in the female characters in the 

film) to the male or male-influenced characters in the musical adaptation fosters anti-feminist 
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sentiments on a critical level—by eliminating a crucial feminist voice from the story entirely; by 

compromising Elle’s autonomy during her pivotal moment of character development; by 

sensationalizing events in which Elle must submit to patriarchal control; and finally by 

portraying Vivian, Elle’s romantic rival for Warner’s affection and an agent of the patriarchy 

through her internalized misogyny, as the agent influencing Elle’s climactic decision of 

empowerment. 

One of the ways the musical erases the feminist message of the film is by replacing 

Stromwell with Callahan, the representation of the patriarchy within the film and the musical. 

The film version of Legally Blonde first introduces Elle to Professor Stromwell during Elle’s first 

day of classes as a student of Harvard Law. The portrayal of Stromwell paints her as a strict and 

intimidating figure at Harvard—she recommends the advice of “knowing before speaking” to her 

students and insists that the law leaves “much room for interpretation but very little for self-

doubt” (Legally Blonde). Stromwell’s comment hints at her second-wave mentality, as many 

women during second-wave feminism sought to prove themselves capable in the presence of the 

male-oriented patriarchy. The importance of “knowing before speaking” ensures that women 

prepare themselves for lives of constant challenges. Stromwell’s outfit in the scene also reflects 

her second-wave upbringing, as she sports a pale green cardigan and skirt, with neatly groomed, 

short blonde hair. Her outfit suggests a “rejection … of femininity,” in order to provide 

resistance within the fight against the patriarchy (Ferris and Young 3). 

However, Stromwell fails to acknowledge the irony of her advice of “knowing before 

speaking,” when she chooses to ask Elle a question based on the lecture’s readings from the 

previous night. Stromwell preemptively judges Elle’s intelligence based on her clothing, as she 

believes that Elle’s appearance does not reflect her qualifications of the ideal female student. 
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Upon first glance, Elle’s outfit resembles Stromwell’s—she dons a similar, darker green jacket 

paired with a striped tie and black glasses. The rest of Elle’s outfit, though, embraces the 

traditional ideals of femininity, as she sports a shimmering blue skirt and heels, with her long, 

flowing blonde hair tied up in a ponytail. Elle’s “return to femininity,” as established by Ferris 

and Young, causes a conflict of ideals between Stromwell’s second-wave upbringing and Elle’s 

third-wave ideology (4). Elle thinks her feminine clothing “empowers” her, while Stromwell 

believes it panders to the male gaze of the patriarchy (Ferris and Young 5). 

Stromwell thus targets Elle, with her pink, fluffy-tipped pen and heart-shaped notebook, 

in order to emphasize a point: Stromwell desires for her students to succeed, but only when they 

adequately prepare themselves for her challenge, and Elle’s feminine apparel seemingly proves 

Elle’s lack of preparation and intelligence. Elle then reveals to Stromwell that she “wasn’t aware 

that [they] had an assignment” for the first day, as she hopes that her honesty provides credibility 

to her desire to succeed in law school. However, Stromwell judges Elle prematurely; she asks for 

Elle to leave her class and “return only when she is prepared” to succeed in her class of law 

(Legally Blonde). Elle finds frustration in her treatment by Stromwell, as Stromwell judges her 

by her femininity. As Ferris and Young note in Chick Flicks, “the admission of girliness … 

doesn’t mean the loss of female independence and power” (4). Elle might embrace femininity, 

but her femininity does not jeopardize her intelligence nor her drive to succeed. Stromwell’s 

second-wave mentality thus clouds her judgment in regards to Elle, who then proves Stromwell 

wrong when she begins to better her performance and efforts in the classroom. 

Elle’s first day of class plays out far differently in the musical adaptation. The musical 

portrays Elle’s first day in the class of her male professor, Callahan. If Elle’s outfit in the film 

represents her embrace of femininity, then Elle’s outfit in the musical represents the smothering 
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of femininity. Elle dons an entirely pink ensemble—a pink newsboy cap, jacket, jeans, and a 

revealing tank top labeled “Harvard” in all capital letters. She does not immediately get out her 

pink, fluffy-tipped pen and heart-shaped notebook, but she flaunts her body at Warner, her ex-

boyfriend, while Warner’s new fiancée, Vivian, looks on in absolute judgment. Elle’s musical 

characterization exemplifies the lack of drive and preparation that Stromwell believes her film 

counterpart embodies. Only when Emmett, Callahan’s teaching assistant, signals the impending 

entrance of Callahan does Elle settle down to focus on the class. 

When Callahan enters the classroom, he radiates negativity, in comparison to 

Stromwell’s sense of strict positivity in the film version. He warns his students that they have 

“the right to remain silent,” as “anything [they] say will be used against” them—instead of 

bolstering the spirits of the new law students, he verbally threatens them, which reflects the male 

dominance valued by the patriarchy (Legally Blonde – The Musical). As the scene goes on, 

Callahan alludes to the inherent negativity and corruption surrounding lawyers and the education 

of law, which contrasts greatly with Stromwell’s portrayal of the field of law. Instead of valuing 

the second-wave mentality surrounding the importance of thinking before speaking, Callahan 

takes a rather aggressive and masculine stance as he imparts the knowledge of shrewd law, 

which suggests that lawyers will succeed only if they look for the “blood in the water,” or the 

vulnerable and weak people—traits stereotypically associated with women and femininity 

(Legally Blonde – The Musical). Callahan wants his law students to value taking advantage of 

the vulnerable and the weak in order to reap success, which the patriarchy routinely does in order 

to enact power over individuals that do not embody its masculine ideals (Kaplan 126, 127). 

In the musical, Elle remains a passive participant in the scene as she observes Callahan’s 

treatment towards her fellow classmates. He seeks to embarrass and insult the students symbolic 
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of the “blood in the water,” as he embraces his antagonistic role as part of the masculine-

dominated patriarchy. Like Stromwell, Callahan eventually makes his way to Elle to question 

her, but their exchange ends up starkly different in the musical. When Elle reveals to Callahan 

that she did not prepare her readings for the day’s lecture by laughing and exclaiming, “Who 

assigns reading for the first day of class?” she surprises Callahan with her “guts,” as she 

expresses the courage to speak her mind, a trait typically associated with men; however, 

Callahan takes the opportunity to intimidate Elle by stating that her “guts” have been “spilled” 

due to her lack of preparation for the lecture (Legally Blonde – The Musical). Instead of asking 

Elle to leave the class until she adequately prepares herself for an education at Harvard, Callahan 

insists that Elle needs to withdraw from the university outright. Callahan incites fear in Elle as he 

ejects her from his lecture, in a symbolic gesture of the patriarchy enacting its control and power 

over women to prevent their success. Whereas Stromwell’s less severe actions are designed to 

inspire Elle to improve, Callahan’s actions are aimed to defeat her. 

While he still exhibits a domineering manner, Callahan appears as a far kinder figure in 

his first scene of the film version of Legally Blonde. He does not purposely try to intimidate Elle 

into leaving his class. Instead, Callahan questions if Elle would rather take on a case where the 

client commits a crime “malum in se” or “malum prohibitum” (Legally Blonde). Elle then 

declares that she would take on the “dangerous” one of “malum in se” due to the fact that she is 

“not afraid of a challenge” (Legally Blonde). Callahan seems impressed with Elle’s declaration, 

as she exhibits the masculine trait of aggression. Elle does not wear anything overtly feminine; 

she wears a demure blue turtleneck, which contrasts with the brightly pink and feminine outfit 

during her first scene with Callahan in the musical adaptation. While Elle does prove that power 
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and femininity are not mutually exclusive, her outfit paired with the masculine trait of aggression 

suggests a temporary rejection of femininity in the eye of the patriarchy (Kaplan 127). 

The musical’s omission of Stromwell raises the following major issues. The strict but 

well-meaning second-wave feminist ends up replaced by the character of the corrupt and 

domineering patriarchal allegory. The melding of the two characters suggests the patriarchy 

overpowers the ideals of feminism, rendering any possibility of feminist-oriented positivity and 

success moot. By combining these two characters, Elle not only lacks the presence of a strong 

and educated second-wave feminist role model in her life, but she also faces rampant 

discrimination by the allegorical patriarchal figure that actively hinders her growth as a budding 

lawyer and a feminist. The combining of the two characters becomes the first of many occasions 

in the musical adaptation in which the patriarchy oppresses Elle to prevent her from success. 

Elle’s eventual transformation into a driven and successful Harvard Law student provides 

one of the most striking changes from the film to the musical; while the film grants Elle the 

autonomy to actively drive herself to success, the musical denies Elle’s autonomy by relegating 

her to a passive role, as Emmett, Elle’s future romantic partner, becomes the agent that pushes 

Elle into taking her education at Harvard seriously. Both the film and the musical prelude the 

critical plot point of Elle’s need for a change with the occurrence of the so-called costume party, 

in which Elle faces embarrassment and punishment from her peers for dressing up as a Playboy 

Bunny. In the film, Elle seeks out Warner, her former boyfriend, at the party, and expresses her 

mock shock at the prospect of having to do all of her existing law work in conjunction with 

Callahan’s internship. Warner, like many of Elle’s opponents, views Elle’s overt femininity as a 

sign of her supposed-lack of intelligence and seriousness. He tells the scantily-clad Elle that she 

will “never … get the grades to qualify” for Callahan’s internship (Legally Blonde). However, 
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Elle finds Warner’s insistence that she is “not smart enough” to succeed in Harvard Law 

ludicrous, as she emphasizes how they took the same LSATs—the test on which Elle needed to 

score 174 to receive admittance to Harvard Law and earned 179—and now attend the same Ivy 

League law school (Legally Blonde). Warner’s insistence for Elle to do something “more 

valuable” with her time pushes Elle to the realization that she needs to value her own success 

over impressing the unimportant male figures in her life (Legally Blonde). She leaves the party a 

stronger woman, bent on bettering her education for herself and only herself.  

The film then displays a montage portraying Elle’s transformation into a studious and 

successful law student, set to Joanna Pacitti’s song of feminine empowerment, “Watch Me 

Shine.” Interestingly enough, the only role Emmett plays in her transformation during the film 

occurs in the first scene of the montage, when Elle purchases her Mac laptop in the school’s 

bookstore, while still wearing the Playboy Bunny costume. Emmett enters behind Elle and 

observes the situation, before clearing his throat. Elle believes that Emmett wants to judge her 

like the rest of her peers, so she remarks to him, “Don’t ask” (Legally Blonde). Emmett distinctly 

tells Elle he “wasn’t gonna” make any judgments and refrains from comment as Elle makes her 

first distinct effort to change her work ethic (Legally Blonde). Elle wants to “show the world the 

strength” she has inside herself, hidden behind her feminine outfits and demeanor (Pacitti). Elle 

rejects her initial motivation of attending Harvard Law—impressing Warner to win his love 

again—and chooses to restructure her lifestyle in order to better her own education and success. 

The montage continues with Elle focusing on studying on her own and making an effort to 

succeed, which rewards Elle with the approval of Stromwell, Callahan, and her fellow peers who 

belittled her for her femininity just months prior to her shift in drive. Elle’s own drive to better 

herself portrays the film in a feminist manner, as the film emphasizes Elle’s importance of 
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individual choice, a prominent feature of third-wave feminism (Ferris and Young 4). Elle makes 

the choice herself to change her life in a positive manner, and in turn, she secures her own 

autonomy as a powerful individual. 

The musical takes a far more punishing turn for Elle during the costume party. While Elle 

believes that she has serious aspirations in regards to her educational performance at Harvard, 

Warner reminds Elle that she “get[s] kicked out of class, like, every day” (Legally Blonde – The 

Musical). In the film, Elle only misses one class before she wises up, but in the musical, 

Warner’s comment suggests that Elle continues to not take her education seriously, reinforcing 

his belief that Elle has no chance of improving her work ethic, in order to secure Callahan’s 

internship. A shocking difference occurs in the musical, however, when Vivian, not Warner, 

blatantly tells Elle that she will not “make it through the semester, let alone get Callahan’s 

internship” (Legally Blonde – The Musical). Vivian reinforces her internalized misogyny to 

shame and insult Elle’s personal character and drive, by referring to Elle as an unmotivated 

“skank” (Legally Blonde – The Musical). Elle leaves the costume party, but instead of seeing 

Vivian’s disparaging comments as an opportunity for personal growth, Elle becomes despondent 

with the new awareness of her status as an unmotivated social pariah. She even considers suicide 

as an alternative to dealing with “her personal circle of hell” (Legally Blonde – The Musical). 

In the musical, Emmett factors into Elle’s spiraling depression when he approaches her 

after the disastrous party. Instead of taking cues from his film counterpart to value silence, 

Emmett mocks Elle’s appearance in the Playboy Bunny outfit, by referencing Bugs Bunny’s 

famous quote: “What’s up, doc?” (Legally Blonde – The Musical). During the scene, Emmett 

discovers how Elle “came out [to Harvard Law] to follow a man,” which compels Emmett to 

force Elle to make a change in her life for the better (Legally Blonde – The Musical). Upon 
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entrance to her dorm room, Emmett realizes Elle does not study when he finds out that she has 

no idea where her law books are in her room: when Elle finally finds them, they are still in the 

shrink wrap from the bookstore. He does not understand why Elle “[is] not driven as hell” with 

the “chance [she’s] been given” by attending Harvard Law (Legally Blonde – The Musical). He 

then insists that she needs to “spend some time improving what’s inside [her] head,” instead of 

focusing on getting back Warner (Legally Blonde – The Musical). 

The musical has Emmett conclude that Elle will not better herself on her own, so she 

requires his help. Emmett thus works with Elle for months on end, from the end of October to the 

middle of December, by helping her study for Callahan’s class. He insists that she needs to “get 

to work” in order for people to consider her a viable Harvard Law student; although she shows 

moments of cognizance, such as demonstrating the differences between “malum in se” and 

“malum prohibitum,” on the whole, Elle still exhibits her lack of motivation through her 

continued obsession over impressing Warner, despite his engagement to Vivian (Legally Blonde 

– The Musical). 

In the musical adaptation, Elle barely makes any progress until December, when Emmett 

points out an interesting dynamic with the appearance of Warner in Elle’s dorm room as he 

searches for Vivian before their flight home for the holidays. As Emmett notes, every time Elle 

sees or interacts with Warner, she focuses on impressing her former boyfriend, and any progress 

she previously made towards bettering herself as a successful law student disappears—or, as 

Emmett puts his statement ever so condescendingly, Elle’s “I.Q. goes down to 40, maybe less” 

(Legally Blonde – The Musical). Emmett’s realization forces Elle to reevaluate her motives. 

From this scene on in the musical, Elle takes on a motivated and driven persona similar to the 

one her film counterpart embodies. She manages to achieve success in Callahan’s lecture, 
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embarrasses Warner in front of the class, and secures one of the four coveted internship positions 

at Callahan’s law firm—but only due to Emmett’s motivation as the agent to her success. In the 

musical adaptation of the film, the creators deny Elle’s own self-discovery of her autonomy as a 

strong and independent individual, and renders her dependent on Emmett, a male agent of the 

patriarchy. 

Both the film and the musical depict Elle’s belief that she successfully obtains the respect 

from Callahan as an intern and potential future colleague. However, Elle soon finds out that 

Callahan’s precontrived notions still factor into his treatment of her. While Callahan attempts to 

seduce Elle in both the film and the musical, the musical punishes Elle to a greater degree for not 

complying with the patriarchy, as it alters Callahan’s seduction of Elle into borderline sexual 

assault and then subjects her to abuse for defending herself with the threat of expulsion from 

Harvard Law.  

In the film, Vivian, another of Callahan’s interns, informs Elle that he wants to see her 

before she leaves for the night. Elle enters Callahan’s office on her own, which immediately 

places her under Callahan’s jurisdiction. While Callahan takes the opportunity to flatter Elle’s 

intuition as a lawyer, by possibly offering her a position over the summer, Elle realizes his 

flattery does not hold credence. Callahan tries to physically seduce Elle by putting his hand on 

her thigh, but Elle rejects his advances, and she temporarily quits the internship. Elle might 

exhibit the savviness of a lawyer, but she does not compromise her ideals in order to obtain what 

she wants. 

The musical adaptation begins the scene in a different manner, portraying the legal team 

drinking champagne as part of their celebration of Elle’s success in court as one of Callahan’s 

interns; the introduction of alcohol exists as a dubious step in muddying the intentions of 
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Callahan towards Elle. Instead of Vivian’s role as the go-between for Elle and Callahan, 

Callahan addresses Elle directly once the rest of the slightly-inebriated legal team leaves for the 

night. The scene occurs similarly to the film by showing Callahan flattering Elle, but a distinct 

difference occurs. Callahan exerts his control over Elle, both as her boss as well as the head 

professor at Harvard Law, by sexually assaulting her with a rough kiss. He places his hands on 

her throat and forces himself on her, all while Vivian and Warner observe from outside. Elle 

realizes, in that moment, that the only reason she secured the internship for herself is due to 

Callahan harboring sexual attraction towards her. However, when Elle defends herself from the 

assault by slapping Callahan, Callahan fires her from the internship, with the implication that 

Elle faces expulsion from Harvard Law. 

In the musical, Elle exists as a passive object of the male gaze, especially with the 

voyeuristic implications of Vivian and Warner observing the interaction between Elle and 

Callahan in secret. In her famous essay “Visual Pleasure and Narrative Cinema,” Laura Mulvey 

defines the male gaze as the “woman function[ing] … as [an] erotic object for the characters 

within the screen story,” as scopophilia, or the “source of pleasure … [in] looking… [and] in 

being looked at,” subjects her to a “controlling and curious gaze” (839, 841). Warner’s inclusion 

within the scene of the musical makes him an active participant in witnessing Elle’s assault; 

however, only Vivian sees Elle defend herself from Callahan’s advances, as Warner 

conveniently turns away before the slap occurs. Both Vivian and Warner enter the office while 

Elle recovers from the assault, and Warner uses the opportunity to subject Elle to further abuse, 

by referring to her as “Marilyn,” or Marilyn Monroe, one of the most famous objects of the male 

gaze in history (Legally Blonde – The Musical). The musical emphasizes what Carol Dole calls 

the “dangers of a feminine self-presentation,” as Elle’s overt femininity subjects her to abuse as 
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an object of the male gaze (67). The patriarchy seeks to exercise control over Elle for embracing 

her femininity, which suggests that an “excessively feminine image can evoke lingering 

stereotypes that may ultimately limit a woman’s opportunities” for the worse (Dole 68). Elle 

loses everything in the moment of her assault—her (male-granted) autonomy, the respect from 

her fellow interns that took Elle months to gain, and her well-earned education and future career 

as a Harvard-educated lawyer—all because she did not bend to the will of the patriarchy. 

The fallout from Elle’s assault points out another profound difference between the film 

and the musical in regards to its feminist point of the view. In the film, Elle might choose to quit, 

but Stromwell (as the head professor of Harvard Law) provides Elle with a strong female 

presence, and reminds Elle in the beauty salon before she plans on leaving, that if she “let[s] one 

stupid prick [ruin] her life, [Elle is] not the girl [she] thought [she] was” (Legally Blonde). Elle 

receives the necessary support from a fellow feminist, which allows her to face the adversity 

from the patriarchy. The musical, instead, replaces the second-wave feminist support with an 

increased level of adversity from Callahan, due to his enhanced power as her sole professor. He 

abuses his power in order to punish Elle to a greater degree with the implications of expulsion, 

all because she did not accept his lecherous advances in order to succeed in the business of law. 

Elle’s scene of redemption, therefore, vastly differs between the film and the musical, due 

to Stromwell’s absence. In the musical, Elle returns to the beauty salon one last time to say 

goodbye to Paulette, her hair stylist and best friend, as she believes her assault by Callahan 

proves she “is just one big, blonde joke, and that’s all everybody’s ever gonna see” in her 

(Legally Blonde – The Musical). Vivian overhears Elle and tells her she sees more than just a 

“big, blonde joke,” and that “we girls need to stick together” in the face of adversity against the 

patriarchy (Legally Blonde – The Musical). 
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The scene falls flat, though, in hindsight. If Vivian truly believes that “girls need to stick 

together,” then why would she continuously belittle Elle with misogynistic comments meant to 

portray the ill treatment of women by women (Legally Blonde – The Musical)? Elle does not 

believe Vivian’s pseudo-feminist pep talk, as she looks on incredulously while Vivian tries to 

inspire Elle. Why does Vivian even bother uplifting Elle when she blatantly reveals how she 

“prayed for the day [Elle would] leave” Harvard Law (Legally Blonde – The Musical)? 

Furthermore, Vivian lacks the credible, inspirational power of Stromwell, who has a position of 

power in the hierarchy of Harvard Law. While Elle does ultimately return to Harvard Law in 

order to finish what she started, the manner in which it transpires in the musical renders the 

intended feminist uplift of it moot. 

Only six years separate the film version of Legally Blonde and its musical counterpart. 

Feminism is still in its third-wave even today, which raises the question: why reject the core 

ideals of feminism within a feminist movie, when adapting the source material into a musical? 

Does the rejection imply deep-rooted issues in the American musical theatre industry? The 

industry routinely struggles with issues of representation and diversity, especially when 

regarding the concept of intersectionality, or how a person’s various identities in relation to 

“systems of oppression, domination, or discrimination” interact and co-exist (Jackson). The 

general consensus on representation within musical theatre concerns itself with white, cisgender, 

and heterosexual males (Ostapiw). While certain musicals venture past this paradigm of 

representation, it ends up fostering harmful stereotypes due to the established norms of writing 

and casting (McClouskey). Marginalized groups thus face discrimination under the guise of 

representation, which adds to the deep-rooted issues still prominent in the industry to this day. 

No matter the reasoning, though, the shift in ideologies from the film to the musical suggests a 
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backlash against third-wave feminism and feminism on the whole. This shift proves that the fight 

against patriarchal oppression must continue—in our lives and in our stories. 
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